MUSICAL SETTINGS

ACT I
The Christmas Party
Music: "The Overture"

ACT II
Scene I Dancing Presents
Music: "The Dance"
The Mouse Raid
Music: "The March"

Scene II Visit to the Kingdom of the Sweets
Music: "Waltz of the Snowflakes"
"Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy"
"Spanish Dance" (Chocolate)
"Chinese Dance" (Tea)
"Russian Dance" (Trepak)
"Dance of the Mirlitons" (Pennywhistles)
"Mother Marshmallow"
"The Clowns"
"Arabian Dance" (Coffee)
"Waltz of the Flowers"

ACT III Back Home Again
Music: "Final Waltz"
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Special thanks to: Peg Smith, Moira Fitzgerald
McNeil's Floor Covering, Scuba Sports, Darryl Winn, Marinka Thaff and to all of the Nutcracker parents who helped make this production a reality.

The Davis Parks & Community Services Department presents:

THE NUTCRACKER

1984

Music By: Peter Tchaikovsky
Directed By: Bob Bowen
CAST

Nutcracker/Prince...Allisatc Vandesford-Smith
Clara....................Amanda Allier
Fritz....................Brandon Rosen
Madame Drosselmeyer..Rachel Brant
Mother....................Dede Lott
Madame Mouserinks.....Katherine Kagan
Queen of Mouseland....Shalini Vijayan
Mouse King................Beck McNamara
Pipsqueak..............Emily Current
Sugar Plum Fairy......Aine Hayes
Snowflake Queen........Rachel Hart
Snowflake King..........Eric Elliott
Leaders...Amy Austin, Steve Larsen

PARTY GUESTS
Sarah Clanton, Ingrid Davis, Sabrina Parks,
Whitney Roe, Alicja Roeth, Katie Roston

MOUSEMIDS
Kerstin Anderson, Anne Marie Biancalana,
Erika Foin, Elaine Camuso. Leader: Krista Inchausti

DANCING DOLLS
Michelle DeVault, Mary Beth Flaherty,
Trista Robely, Kristen Pleau, Marykay
Stroeva, Amy Zezulak. Leader: Dana
Christiansen

DANCING CATS
Denise DeVault, Anne Dunlap, Jessica Hart,
Melissa Hayes, Megan McGinn, Sara Sweet.
Leader: Anne Feldmeier

NICE
Bree Arnett, Mark Baysinger, Jonathan
Bourne, Nate Carver, Nathaniel Chadwick,
Jesse Dodson, Lonnie Gottschalk, Peter
Hight, Denali Knapp, Margaret Salles,
Sarah Storey, Becky Woodward. Leader:
Barbara Rowland

SOLDIERS
Al Aldrete, Ryan Antonelli, Tom Bridge,
Joshua Craner, Damon Eden, Jeremy Foin,
Jason Giatrakis, Neil Hitsbards, Ryan Kennedy
Jonathon McNabb, Michael Read, Eric
Rehberg, Anthony Schmidt, Paul Storey,
August Stuart, Daniel Wolk. Leader:
Chris Hardie

Gnomes
Alice Bernheim, Brenden Duffey, Meredith
Holmes, Ryan McClain, Mark McNamee, Dean
Pearcy, Justin Polanich, Michael Pro
Andrew Springer, Adam Swett, Alix
Vandesford-Smith. Leader: Lisa Wisser.

SNOFLAKES
Lauren Bernheim, Serena Black, Kim Collins,
Emily Davis, Jenna DeLa, Laura Fay,
Linn Francis, Erika Bunle, Jessica Kane,
Devin Keane-Miller, Cordina McKenzie,
Jeaniee McKenzie, Chelsea Ransom, Jenny
Sabatier. Rebecca Webb. Leader:
Katie Austin, Jocelyn English.

SUGAR PLUM PAGES
Meghan Barnette, Nathaniel Boland, Keith
Ebright, Darce Wallace, Katie Wallace,
Jean Tillman, Heather Hillard, Benji Cluff.
Leaders: Doug Hardie, Nathan Starr.

SPANISH DANCERS
Maya Craven, Zac Foster, Christine Haassmann,
Shannon Huffine, Alex Kenefick, Ida Lonneville,
Aaron Mandle, Sarah Sherwood, Ellis Vercouber.
Leader: Leslie Tebbett.

CHINESE DANCERS
Melissa Cheung, Emily Curren, Erica Fay,
Arianna Crannet, Laura Hubbard, Kristy
Lema, Shannon Molley, Stephanie Pollet,
Holly Sleuter, Jessica Starr. Leader:
Kristi Nawrath.

RUSSIAN DANCERS
Christopher Agee, Marissa Cassia-Reyn,
Jennifer Clark, Seth Duffy, Brynne Durbin,
Tracy Elliott, Christopher Hill, Anna Holmes,
Amy Johnson, Jacob Lonneville, Kirk Shalton,
Adam Wolk. Leader: Steve Incuye.

BUNNYRUTS
Kim Biancalana, Elizabeth Cartlson, Claire
Cowan, Maureen Flaherty, Megan Harris,
Sarah McGinn, Janet Perles, Aliisa Pleau,
Shanta Small, Ann Taylor, Elizabeth Zezulak.
Leaders: Beth Gabor, Jenny Carver.

GUMDROPs
Andrew Black, Johanna Brown, Julie Clark,
Elena Fowell, Sara Pann, Hilary Sleuter,
Jeremy Springer, Mary Woodward, Allison
Young. Leader: Regina Sells.

CLOWN DANCERS
Nathan Adams, Zaron Burnett, Jessica Elliot,
Jennifer Fenley, Elizabeth Gemmillion,
Laura Gemmillion, Derick Phelan, Patrick
Phelan, Janis Rosenberg, Shannon Ross,
Denise Talafere, Ben Taylor, Kathleen
Westergiard, Robert Wien. Leaders:
Marilou Haynes, Lee Rigg.

ARABIAN DANCERS
Brenden Booth, Giselle Clark, Holly Crist-
Mansson, Kris Dotson, Alison Finley, Lisa
Hong, Lara Koslowski, Kathy Schinskel,
Heather Sleuter, Jon Summers, Cara Steinadolf,
Wendy Wiseman. Leaders: Chrystal Sells,
Jenny Roston.

FLOWER DANCERS
Suzanne Adams, Sharrine Bell, Eleanor Curry,
Bridget Fitzpatrick, Orielle Gottschalk,
Elizabeth Hubert (Queen), Jean Larock,
Traci Lema, Elena Renadi, Megan Smith,
Emily Wright. Leader: Jennifer Bourne.
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Also thanks to: Jane Mattoon, John Wilson,
and H & C Family Shoe Store and Men's Wear